
CYGHA Return to Play – Facility Occupancy for Town of Aurora

August 2021

**Parent/Guardian Instructions
Parents/guardians must follow the direction of the facility personnel and our CYGHA Safety Ambassadors. Any deviation from CYGHA
Protocols and/or direction from facility personnel will result in all access privileges being revoked. Non-compliance can also result
in the cancelling of permits for the entire CYGHA. Please be respectful of the CYGHA Protocols and direction from facility personnel.

● Players are now allowed to get dressed in the dressing rooms. Players can arrive 30 minutes before the permit time in
order to get dressed inside the dressing room. In order to limit exposure the CYGHA strongly encourages players to still
come partially dressed and arrive closer to the permit start time

● Everyone that enters the facility must be of good health (exhibiting no internal or external signs of sickness) and wear a
mask (that covers the mouth and nose) at all times except for during on ice activities

Arena Occupancy - Aurora

CYGHA PLAYERS 24

COACHES*** Up to 5 coaches allowed

SAFETY AMBASSADOR 1 (must arrive 30 minutes before and stay in the
venue till all participants have left)

TRAINERS Up to 2 trainers allowed

TOTAL FACILITY OCCUPANCY 32

**Parent/Guardian Occupancy - Aurora
Each player is allowed to have one spectator/parent/guardian in the facility during their session on the ice. This person must go
through the same screening process and must remain seated in the stands inside the arena. They can only leave if they are helping
to tie skates/remove skates, helping with the use of the washroom, or using the washroom themselves.

When parents are coming in to help tie skates we must keep the number of people in the dressing room at or below 12. This will
help with physical distancing in the dressing room which is a Town of Aurora protocol.

Players are to remain in the dressing room or on the bench until the zamboni has finished the ice. PLayers must remain in the
dressing room till the previous group has left the ice and the bench area and is in their dressing room. We want to limit any groups
coming in contact with another group of players.

***Coaches and Staff Occupancy - Aurora
Teams or groups can have up to 5 coaches on the ice. Coaches are to remain physically distant while on and off the ice. Coaches are
strongly encouraged to keep their mask on while on the ice. They must have their mask on as soon as the session is over before
leaving the ice surface. There can be two trainers if the team or group is dealing with a younger group, otherwise just one trainer.


